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Mason Richardson is a 40-year-old oil and gas engineer
whose life gets overturned when he meets a billionaire with
an unexpected secret in Vegas. After receiving a gift from the
older oilman, Mason is thrust into a world where Texas
folklore and the idiosyncrasies of the Lone Star State's history
unfold to reveal secret orders, mystical powers, and an
unexpected destiny he never chose. As he discovers his
purpose, he navigates lawyers, the FBI, and the Ghost of a
Headless Horseman killed by the Texas Rangers. A
contemporary urban fantasy novel, "The Stars At Knight"
reads in a similar style to "The Dresden Files" series by Jim
Butcher or "The Iron Druid" series by Kevin Hearne. The "The
Stars At Knight" is the first of a 5 books series.
Control dinosaurs. Tame women. Rule the world.Victor and
his tribe of beautiful women prepare to leave their fort and
journey to their new base, but as usual with Dinosaurland,
things never go according to plan.Now Victor must protect all
of his tribe without the aid of walls, and an old enemy gathers
an army to give chase. Victor will have to use every power at
his disposal to protect his women, and the journey will
uncover new secrets of this strange world.
American Knights Series II "Miles Knight: The Patriot" This
book is historical and ancestral; Miles Knight, the 5th
GGrandfather (circa 1747) of author Lance Knight came to
the American Colonies as an indentured servant.His
indenture contract was purchased by a gentleman tobacco
farmer named John Mead from Connecticut. Mr. Mead
ultimately adopted the young, Miles Knight, into the Mead
family who had years before adopted an English baby name
Mary Ingles. Miles and Mary fell in love and were married in
1771, at which time John Mead gave them a 200 acre farm in
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North Carolina, as a wedding present. He also gave them a
black slave by the name of Big Boy. Miles immediately freed
Big Boy and asked him to come south with them to North
Carolina where they created a fine plantation from the
acreage. American and ancestral history is woven into this
fictional account of the life and times of Miles and Mary
Knight. The tapestry reveals the kinds of lives colonial
Americans experienced as they were suffering high taxes and
other excesses at the hands of the British. Even though much
of the American citizenry was sparsely populated in remote
farms and villages, the siren call of American Patriots grew
louder and they resisted more violently the aggression of the
British Army and Navy. The Americans who were loyal
(Loyalists) to the Crown were ostracized and hated by the
Patriots as traitors because they worked and fought on the
side of England. So even with the success Miles, Mary and
Big Boy had with the new farm/plantation, they were being
inexorably drawn into the conflict. John Mead became
Brigadier General John Mead per appointment by Thomas
Jefferson. Miles was inducted in the 10th North Carolina
Regiment of the Continental Army by John Mead. The reader
will experience the mystery, the fighting, the indecision and
the joys of these young American Knights as they firmly plant
their lives into the soil and the pride of the American fight for
freedom and independence from a repressive, domineering,
occupying force called the British Empire.
The Knights of the Blazing Sun are a noble and venerable
order of templars dedicated to the warrior-goddess Myrmidia.
The young knight Hector Goetz is sent to the distant island of
Svunum to investigate the disappearance of a group of
knights. Reunited with his comrades, he battles vicious
pirates and bloodthirsty raiders, but from his increasingly
disturbing nightmares Goetz realises that there is more to the
place than meets the eye. As northern savages lay siege to
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the island, a deadly secret is revealed that threatens to damn
his order for all eternity.
PLEASE BE ADVISED: This is one of the most passionate,
tumultuous, endearing love stories you will read this year.
(Read warning below) She's a damaged girl, hiding behind a
tough faade and a razor sharp tongue, afraid to open up and
to trust. Her wounds are deep, the scars are many, some are
visible, and others are not. He thinks he doesn't deserve her,
that he doesn't deserve to be happy. The demons he fights
are loud and strong, some are real, while others are spectral.
But he wants her. And he'll have her. He'll share her. They'll
plunge her into the most erotic oblivion she's ever
experienced. But when devastation strikes, can they survive?
No one will escape without being hurt. **Warning, this book
contains very strong sexual content, BDSM, menage, and a
scene or two which could be a trigger containing sexual
assault/rape. 18+
Adam's quest to destroy the SAVO is in its final phase. He
has his unstoppable Space Viking navy, his Tiger powers,
and his band of beautiful and deadly women. He's just
missing one thing:A fleet that can take him and his fighting
force 90,000 light-years away to the other side of the Milky
Way.Fortunately, Adam knows where to find the last two
Shadow Eagles, and no corp, alien, or pirate will prevent him
from adding the beautiful dark angels to his harem.
You took my sister and now you think you can take my
country? Try. I dare you. I don't care that you have more
magic or larger armies. There's a fatal flaw to your plan.
Arrogance. Never underestimate the desperate. Desperation
breeds cunning. If I can't beat you outright ... then I'll have to
outsmart you. All it takes is one little opportunity. And then I'll
make you mine. If you like why choose romance, mystery,
and laughter, this book will keep you up all night. Get it today!
Author's note: This is a medium burn reverse harem story
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intended for audiences 18 years and older. This is the third
book in a series that's meant to be read in order. There is an
HEA for this book, but the epilogue will set up the next book
in the series.
Therese returns to before the beginning to complete the now.
The worst days ever are the new days ahead. The team was
hit hard, but they stand together. Therese is forced to return
to the hardest struggles of her life in high school as they face
the greatest threat to the galaxy ever. Legends never die, but
damn, sometimes it hurts to live.
The invasion of the solar system has begun! Private Lucas
Walker never thought he'd be a hero. As a grunt in United
Federation of Sol's peacekeeper force deployed to Pluto's tiny
moon Nyx, the furthest barren hellhole in the solar system, he
thought his career was all but over even before it began. He
day-dreams of lightsabers, vampires, battlecats, wizards, and
all things sci-fi and fantasy while he repairs sand-clogged
equipment and mops floors. Then everything changes. A
spatial-temporal vortex opens on Pluto, and out pours an
army. A deadly force intent on capturing Earth and enslaving
humanity in its quest for universal domination. All universes,
all galaxies, all planets--all will kneel and submit to The
Dominion. The crap has hit the fan. UFS marines are
overwhelmed. The odds look grim. Humanity teeters on the
edge. The future of civilization now depends on Private
Walker and his ragtag band of misfit UFS peacekeepers,
armed only with weapons stolen from the enemy. He needs to
figure this hero thing out fast... ...or all is lost.
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND ONE
SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie ran from
the magical world years ago. She never planned on being
dragged back in by a prophesying clamshell. The seers
believe she alone can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time
and broken worlds. Bran the Crow King believes she can
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save him from his cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes
they're all nuts. One thing is for certain: she's not waiting
around for help. Operation Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is
officially on.
A prophecy of old is drawing nigh: There shall be two halves
coming forth, that will test the balance of earth... One from
hate, in darkness and blood, one from water where made
from love... If you liked stories like Lord of the Rings or
Chronicles of Narnia, you'll hopefully love this trilogy which
tells a tale of an old prophecy about the breakdown or coming
together of all things. There is hidden meaning not only
behind the storyline, but also in the character's names,
poetry, and classical art used in this first published book by
M.J. Knight.
For many parents, curling up with a book for a bedtime story
with their kid is a daily ritual. For others, it is the perfect time
to spend time with their children after a busy day, and for
some, it is something they should do but are not entirely sure
why. Discover these benefits of bedtime stories for kids.
Sharpen their brains Research shows that one of the greatest
benefit of interacting with children, including reading to them
stories, is that children learn a great deal of things- from
improved logic skills to lowering their stress levels. Bedtime
stories rewire the brain of a child and quicken their mastery of
language. Their vocabulary repertoire is expanded and their
listening and oral communication skills enhanced.bedtime
stories for kids Enhance creativity and Stimulate imagination
If you are a good storyteller, then you should teleport your kid
to a different realm- from reality to fantasy for the child to
learn the difference between these two. This will enhance and
stimulate his imagination.children's books kindle Emotion
development The kid will learn to experience different
emotions while empathizing with the characters of the story.
The common emotions of sadness, happiness and anger may
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be encountered and he will learn to control these in real
life.bedtime story for kids
War is coming to Marain, a planet dominated by the Quinn
corporation and its army of automata, but the invaders are
bringing something new to the battlefield, something not seen
there in centuries. Humanity. For Moses Smokoska and his
little brother Ephesus it means a chance at joining the war
and searching for the meaning Moses never found on his
family's homestead. For Charles Quinn, the lonely but
dedicated CEO of Quinn Corporation, it means a struggle to
keep one step ahead of his enemies, both on the field and in
the board room, in an attempt to not not only save his family's
corporation but to take it to the stars. For the Kamele
invaders, war means a chance to spread their glorious
revolution to a virgin world. The war might be fought among
the stars and in the clouds but it will ultimately be won on the
ground, man to man, sword to sword, across a continent that
spans the planet. To discover the outcome, you'll have to
read "Space Knights: Last on the Line".
Star-crossed lovers? The mage and her knight? The Fool and
the Genius, the world's oddest couple?Claire and Anthony
have a storied and colorful past. Ahem. It took Anthony nearly
1,000 times to ask Claire out on a date, you know? Like,
come on. They were adventuring together for years! Maybe
he wasn't the fool.Claire, didn't notice you there-don't give me
that look! You're starting to scare me...Uh, okay, so, this
world's greatest love story continues, even though Dena is
not a safe place. War is on the horizon as the humans and
beast kin mobilize. And they're not the only group on the
move.It's time that the Guardians returned to Dena.Beware of
a Guardian on a mission-especially if one of them is the exGuardian Battle Mage, who made even the Drafeng speak
her name in fear! Really, Anthony must be a masochist or
some-Hey! Claire! Put the fireball down! No-don't make it
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bigger! No fireballs in the house! Aah!Check out the 3rd book
in the Death Knight series-you know you want to!
A detective forever haunted by the night when he couldn’t
save a young girl from trauma—now she’s a cop herself and
he has to send her undercover to lure a murderer. “Tight
suspense and great chemistry between the lead characters
make Jean Brashear's [book] a page-turner.” ~RTBookclub 4
½ of 5 stars Book three in New York Times bestselling Texas
romance author Jean Brashear's Lone Star Lovers series
about three brothers, this story a uniquely powerful reunion
romance between a haunted detective and the woman whose
life he once saved. FBI agent Alex Sandoval has never
forgiven himself for not protecting a young girl who was
gravely injured and her mother killed before her eyes during
his first hostage negotiation twelve years ago. Now Jade
Butler is a cop herself, assigned to a prestigious multi-agency
task force hunting for the killer of several young girls in
Austin, Texas—and Alex is the agent in charge of the case.
They never met all those years ago, but Jade recognizes his
voice as the one she still hears in her dreams, the voice that
has comforted her through many a terrifying flashback. Her
role on the task force is undercover, serving as bait for a
madman, yet Alex cannot stop trying to protect her as he was
unable to do years ago. Tensions ratchet between them as
old memories vie with a powerful new attraction, and when
Jade is taken hostage by the killer, it’s Alex’s worst
nightmare as he must negotiate once again—only this time,
it’s to save the woman he loves.
With the revelation and capture of the killer creature; Charles,
Elsa and the other survivors anticipate leaving the island and
putting their deadly and terrifying vacation behind them. In an
unfortunate incidence, the cunning creature escapes, sets out
for vengeance and blood. The group is once again thrown in
to a frenzied fight for their lives. The killings resume, and it is
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left up to Charles to remove the deadly threat to them all once
and for all. He and Elsa's relationship has escalated; and as
he prepares for battle, he is determined to survive to be with
his one true love.In a final confrontation between Charles and
the creature, a startling secret is revealed about Elsa's past;
one that will change the couples lives forever, if they survive.
The final battle ensues. Will Charles be the hero? Or will he
and Elsa's love affair end on the island, along with their lives?

Being the head of a monster-girl homestead isn't easy.
Yeah, there is plenty of awesome sex and cute/horrific
monster babies, but Ken Jewell soon has his hands full
when a big band of bounty hunters start looking for
"Crazy Ken" in the surrounding wilderness.To grow his
small empire, Ken's going to have to find some new
monster women to make clever and strong babies with.
And where does a human soldier from Earth find
monster girls to make babies with?The Underdark!
Vidarian Rulorat, called the Tesseract, a powerful magicuser whose abilities spread across multiple elements,
finds himself at war with the Alorean Import Company, a
powerful cabal of merchants wealthy enough to buy
nations. By opening the gate between worlds, Vidarian
released the Starhunter, goddess of chaos. With her
coming, wild magic returned to the world of Andovar,
bringing with it shape- changers and strange awakened
elemental technologies, including many-sailed ships
powered by air magic, and mechanical automata lit from
within by earth and fire. Now, Vidarian discovers that the
Alorean Import Company is determined to eliminate twothirds of this new life on Andovar in the hopes of
hoarding more magic for themselves in a new, worldwide
plutocracy. Along with his human, gryphon, and
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shapechanger allies, he must stop the Company if he is
to safeguard any future for the diverse life of Andovar,
including his and Ariadel's newborn daughter. With the
existence of whole species hanging in the balance,
Vidarian is locked in a race for the future of the world.
2070 AD-The dire prophecies of the Kessler Syndrome
have rendered Low Earth Orbit non-viable for
conventional satellites. SpaceCorp has solved the
problem with giant ring-shaped space stations that
protect their payload instruments while housing a large
human crew to affect the continuous repairs needed to
keep the stations in orbit. But the people of SpaceCorp
dream of one day living among the stars. This is the first
of the Galactican Series where SpaceCorp moves from
LEO to Cisluna. Future books will take them to Mars, the
Main Belt Asteroids, the Trans Neptunian region, and
eventually Alpha Centauri. Join them in their quest to
develop new, realistic spacecraft capable of achieving
half the speed of light. Join them in their quest to
genetically alter themselves to become the first people
capable of surviving the rigors of interstellar space-Homo
galacticus.
To protect the crew against betrayal, Captain Cross
sends the Stalwart on a training mission to Ecoma, a gas
giant populated by evolved humans with dangerous
empathic abilities.The journey was supposed to be easy:
Acquire training from the evolved humans, negotiate the
use of magical devices that can protect the knights from
mind control, and get a bit of R&R.Of course, nothing is
ever easy with the Stalwart, and Squire Nicholas Lyons
soon finds himself battling for his life against sensual
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mind readers, hordes of bloodthirsty Grendels, enemy
kingdom warriors, and a berserker knight named Olav.
The Nighthawks Motorcycle Club book 2 - Ivy needs
revenge on Claw. For taking down the love of her life,
Arsenal. She's got the perfect plan... and it just needs to
be executed at the prime time. Gregory is in for a real
shock. What kind of sadistic assholes do that stuff,
anyway? Is it really possible for humanity to suck that
damn much? When Gregory finds Elena and her
daughter next door, the news is crimson-black. A black
death would be better than what the guy did to them.
He's decided he's going to be there no matter what. Ivy
and Ace continue to prosper at Dirty Rock, and Ace
meets a new girl, the beautiful Lily. She's dark, stormy,
and bites like a viper. She can sting like a bee too if he's
not super-careful. He'll find that out... soon enough! The
Nighthawks have more than enough to deal with right
now. Helping all the members out with one thing or
another. Between organising rides and working. But
everyone's family, and that's how they roll, "Let the wind
be always at your back; ride on and remember the
fallen."
Be careful what you wish for. Your dream might come
true. This is a humorous story about Chad Smith who
had his greatest hope fulfilled but with results he could
never have imagined. His ambition was to play ball in the
Major League. Only one thing held him back from playing
professional baseball in the majors. Through a freak
accident this shortcoming is removed but the
transformation leads to an unorthodox style of play. His
success arouses a number of emotions in the other
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players, team managers and owners of the baseball
teams. He is swept away into a beehive of controversy.
The rollicking sequel to Fortune's Pawn -- an action
packed science fiction novel. Devi Morris has a lot of
problems. And not the fun, easy-to-shoot kind either.
After a mysterious attack left her short several memories
and one partner, she's determined to keep her head
down, do her job, and get on with her life. But even
though Devi's not actually looking for it -- trouble keeps
finding her. She sees things no one else can, the black
stain on her hands is growing, and she is entangled with
the cook she's supposed to hate. But when a deadly
crisis exposes far more of the truth than she bargained
for, Devi discovers there's worse fates than being shot,
and sometimes the only people you can trust are the
ones who want you dead.
Ragnarok is coming.To save this world, I mastered the
secret rune magic, crafted the most powerful weapons
and armor ever devised, and enslaved every living soul
to me.Now, all men serve me, and all women desire to
bear my powerful offspring. I am the All-Father, the Rune
Smith. The God King. The only one standing between
the end times and life everlasting.But once, my name
was Aaron, and I came from a world named Earth and
an Alaskan village named Talkeetna.This is my saga.
Flash Thompson is many things. Soldier. Veteran.
Double amputee. Host to a powerful alien symbiote.
Guardian of the Galaxy. Now Flash is tasked with being
an intergalactic ambassador of Earth and an Agent of the
Cosmos! Join Flash for high adventure in deep space as
he swashbuckles his way across the universe! But as
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Venom travels the galaxy, helping the helpless and
punishing the violent, he is being trailed by a mysterious
warship. Collects Venom: Spaceknight #1-5.
Travis Maurice Walker or otherwise known as Travis
Grizzly is an American ex-Green Beret sniper who fought
in the Afghanistan war. The six-foot-five, three-hundredpound soldier was trained exceptionally well in hand-tohand combat. In all his years he has never experienced
defeat, even in the most extreme circumstances. In
short, Travis Walker was born to be the perfect soldierthe perfect killing machine.On his final tour to
Afghanistan, a week before coming home, Travis was
struck in the head by an enemy's sniper bullet; it left him
clinging to life. By miracle he survived, but would never
be the same. Afterwards he moved to Lake City,
Colorado along with his beautiful wife to not only
continue the healing process, but to start a new life. With
less than four hundred living souls in this historically rich
city, it made for a perfect secluded area to keep a man
that was programmed to kill safely within his isolated
cage. No one knew they had a walking time bomb living
next door until the day the cage was left open. A recordbreaking winter storm takes the city hostage, isolating
the residents from the rest of the world in a blizzard-like
prison. A perfect mixture of adultery, mistrust, and
murder will unleash a terrible evil upon the city, hell-bent
on wiping out an entire family, along with anyone who
dares get in the way. But another force, a seemingly
darker one, will simply be-hell-bent.
The final battle between Adam and the unstoppable
SAVO has arrived.Odin's avatar has his amazing wives,
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an army of tiger-men soldiers, vampire witches, goddessangel space-ships, and an entire Space Viking navy.But
the draugr are older than the galaxy itself, and their evil
and hunger cannot be measured by any mortal.And their
queen knows that Adam is coming.She's been waiting an
eternity to destroy him.
Rebecca has been captured and awakens alone in the
dark, not knowing where she is. She can feel that Llyr is
alive, but cannot contact him through the soul link.
Chained to a wall and without magic, she must find a
way to survive and escape. Llyr was defeated by his
brother and witnessed the fall of the tower on Avalon.
Being separated from Rebecca has created a problem:
the soul link is draining his body of all strength. Despite
not being able to stand on his own, he’s determined to
return to his world and save Rebecca from the
Archwizard. Without Havaar to guide him, he must rely
on the ghosts of Havaar’s school to find a way home.
In a universe where technology and magic co-exist,
Nicholas Lyons desires one thing: to serve his queen as
a Space Knight in the Royal Trident Forces. But when
his final mission as an Academy cadet goes horribly
wrong, Nicholas discovers he possesses illegal magical
abilities that grant him power far beyond that of a normal
man, knight, or mage.When a clandestine assignment
lands Nicholas on the worst starship in the kingdom's
fleet, he finds a motley crew of warriors hiding their own
terrible secret. Death and betrayal lurk around every
corner, and Nicholas finds himself torn between his
loyalties to his new crew, or the oath he swore to his
queen.And death no matter which choice he makes.
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Space Knight
Laura Knight-Jadczyk's series, The Secret History of the
World, is one of the most ambitious projects ever
undertaken to provide a cogent, comprehensive account
of humanity's true history and place in the cosmos.
Following the great unifying vision of the Stoic
Posidonius, Laura weaves together the study of history,
mythology, religion, psychology and physics, revealing a
view of the world that is both rational and breathtaking in
its all-encompassing scope. This second volume,
Comets and the Horns of Moses, (written in concert with
several following volumes soon to be released) picks up
the dangling threads of volume one with an analysis of
the Biblical character of Moses -- his possible true history
and nature -- and the cyclical nature of cosmic
catastrophes in Earth's history. Laura skillfully tracks the
science of comets, revealing evidence for the
fundamentally electrical and electromagnetic nature of
these celestial bodies and how they have repeatedly
wreaked havoc and destruction on our planet over the
course of human history. Even more startling however, is
the evidence that comets and cometary fragments have
played a central role in the formation of human myth and
legend and the very concept of a 'god'. As she expertly
navigates her way through the labyrinth of history, Laura
uncovers the secret knowledge of comets that has been
hidden in the great myths, ancient astronomy (and
astrology) and the works of the Greek philosophers.
Concluding with a look at the political and psychological
implications of cyclical cometary catastrophes and what
they portend for humanity today, Comets and the Horns
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of Moses is a marvel of original thought and keen
detective work that will rock the foundations of your
understanding of the world you live in, and no doubt
ruffle the feathers of the many academics who still cling
to an outdated and blinkered view of history.
The conclusion of the Dark Forces trilogy of graphic
novels based on the popular CD-ROM games, "Dark
Forces" and "Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II," follows former
Imperial soldier Kyle Katarn into battle against the Dark
Jedi Jerec. 25,000 first printing.
There is a serious problem with our modern fruits and
vegetables! The produce we feed our family members is
far less healthy now than at any other time in human
history! Does that statement bother you? It should! How
and why did this happen? What can we do about it?
Most importantly, how can you ensure that you are
feeding your family the most healthy, most nutritious
fruits and vegetables possible? If you are going to grow a
tomato in your garden anyway why not grow the
healthiest, most phytonutrient-rich tomato packed with
the most lycopene and antioxidants possible? Are you
polanning to grow lettuce? Why not grow the lettuce that
packs the most nutrition into every leaf? These simple
questions are at the very heart of the author's concept of
"Phytonutrient Gardening." In this first book in a series of
three, Joe Urbach, creator and publisher of the popular
website www.GardeningAustin.com and creator of The
Phytonutrient Blog answers those questions and more
while providing gardeners with a wealth of information
including which specific varieties of your favorites to
grow to get the biggest nutritional bang for your
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gardening buck! Filled with fascinating details about the
state of modern produce and backed by state-of-the-art
research and scientific testing, this useful book will
change your life by changing how you look at produce.
Read just a few pages and you will change the way you
garden, the way you buy groceries, the way you store
your produce and even the way you cook your meals!
Changes all for the better! Leading to a healthier, more
active and longer life!
He came. He saw. He stole the freakin' Merlin. In the
wake of the troglodan attack on Earth, fledgling Knight
Nate Arturi and his unruly crew venture into Alliance
space in pursuit of the mysterious Black Knight. The
mission couldn't be more simple. Find the Black Knight,
recover the Beacon, and save the Merlin. But simple isn't
always easy, and the title of Excalibur Knight isn't what it
once was. Arriving in Alliance space, Nate and fellow
Knight Iveera quickly find themselves caught in a deadly
web of political ambition with ooperian assassins
haunting their every step and no one to trust but each
other and their rag tag crew. The clock is ticking. An
ancient evil stands on the brink of awakening. But to
complete their mission, they'll have to go renegade and
forfeit everything. Can two rogue Knights stop the rising
tides of galactic war?
Do you find fun in pun? Perhaps you are looking for a
few puns on the run? Follow the characters of Comedic
Destruction in Daze and Knights as they take you on a
mind-stimulating, language-enhancing journey. Puntastic
and fantastic, this book will massage your intellect, and
provide your laugh muscles some 'much-kneaded'
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exercise via wordplay vignettes!The book is divided into
several chapters. The first chapter, “Their Eyes Were
Watching Job,” is a collection of stories in an
occupational setting or regarding a business transaction.
“I Think Yet I Cram” features tales of students and
teachers and, more generally, intellectual high jinks. The
third chapter, “Empty Cow or Rheas: I Love My Shakes
Pear,” is, as you'd imagine, a collection of tales involving
food; although it should be noted that these wordplays
have little or no nutritional value. The final chapter, “I've
Been Around: Whirled without End,” features stories of
characters in motion.Daze and Knights contains fun puns
for everyone, enhanced by talented illustrator, Megan
Nolton. This wild and witty work promises a few dozen
laughs along the journey, as you'll discover, from cover
to cover.
After untold centuries of absence, the evil Ancients have
returned. Their magic appears unstoppable and their
hunger for conquest is insatiable. To protect the country
of Nia, Duchess Nadea and Scholar Paug make a
desperate journey to find a human legend: A man known
to have destroyed these Ancient foes with a powerful
army.But legends can lie.When Paug and Nadea revive
their hero from sleep, his virtue is far from clear. Is he
really their Savior or their Destroyer?
The knighthood examination has arrived. Few squires
pass the initial round, and even fewer make it through
the final test alive. The odds are stacked against every
squire, but the Stalwart crew uncovers a Pure-Blood
noble conspiracy to sabotage Nick and his friends. But
Nicholas welcomes the opposition. This is the moment of
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his dreams, and nothing will stop the Stalwart squires
from entering the illustrious order of Space Knights.
Early one morning Gator climbs a tree, but he will not tell
anyone why. Join Moose, Giraffe, Rhino and many more
as they try and discover what this silly gator is up to in a
tree. Illustrated by seven different artists in a collage of
breathtaking styles, author Jordan Courtney takes us for
a creative climb with this easy to read picture book.
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